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Abstract—Programming robots is a challenging task exacer-
bated by software bugs, faulty hardware, and environmental
factors. When coding issues arise, traditional debugging techniques
are not always useful for roboticists. Robots often have an array
of sensors that output complex data, which can be difficult to
decipher as raw text. Augmented reality (AR) provides a unique
medium for conveying data to the user by displaying information
directly in the scene as their corresponding visual definition. In
my research, I am exploring various design approaches towards
AR visualizations for expert robotics debugging support. From
my initial work, I developed design guidelines to inform two
future bodies of work which investigate better ways of visualizing
robot sensor and state data for debugging.

Index Terms—Augmented Reality (AR); Mixed Reality (MR);
ARHMD; interface design; robots; debugging; HRI; HCI

I. INTRODUCTION

Debugging in its most basic terms is defined as “the attempt
to pinpoint and fix the source of an error” [1]. In addition
to standard debugging challenges faced by any computer
programmer (such as syntax, logic, compilation, or runtime
errors) roboticists often confront complications caused by
environmental factors and unreliable hardware. Debuggers
such as GNU Debugger (gdb) or Python Standard Debugger
(pdb) are difficult to use because breakpoints will alter the
robot’s behavior during the live execution of a user’s code.
Other debugging techniques, such as reading raw data from
print statements or log files, can be tedious and confusing.
For example, end effector transformations can be difficult to
visualize and validate via matrices, but when inspected through
3D visualizations, can be easily confirmed.

One widely used tool for robotics programming across
both academic research and industry settings is the Robot
Operating System (ROS). RViz, a central component of the
ROS ecosystem, enables roboticists to visualize 3D data on
a 2D screen (i.e., perspective 3D [2]) [3]. Examples of data
visualized in robotics include point clouds, object affordances,
and robot models [4]–[6]. Although commonly used, there has
been little research to evaluate the design choices of this tool.
For example, RViz has a clear design flaw in its use of rainbow
color schemes for data encoding [7], [8], but is still accepted
as a standard debugging tool in the robotics community.

In addition to RViz, 3D immersive augmented reality (AR)
tools are emerging as a third modality for visualizing robot
data [9]–[17]. A key attribute separating AR interfaces is its
ability to combine real and virtual objects directly in the user’s

Fig. 1: My AR visual debugging tool displaying the robot’s
sensor and state information for a QR code detection and robot
navigation task.

physical environment, rather than on a 2D monitor [18]. This
setup provides stereoscopic depth cues that have been found
to improve a user’s performance on tasks related to spatial
understanding [19]. By projecting real-time data into the user’s
physical world, AR can provide an intuitive way for a roboticist
to understand a robot’s sensors, internal data, and operation,
consequently debugging errors.

I am currently a second-year PhD student working in the area
of Virtual, Augmented, and Mixed-Reality for Human-Robot
Interaction (HRI). I am hoping to attend HRI Pioneers to hear
feedback on my research from a diverse community of my peers,
while also learning about other areas of exploration within the
field of HRI. Additionally, as I develop AR debugging tools
for roboticists, it would be helpful to discuss new ideas with
those who would be directly impacted by my work.

II. RELATED WORK

Augmented reality can be an effective tool to convey robot
sensor, state and task data to the user. This has been illustrated
through the exploration of visualizing robot state and intent
[9]–[13], [20], [21]. These works demonstrate the value of
displaying digital twins and spatial data to convey important
information to the user. However, there has been limited work
specifically focusing on visualization design choices supporting



roboticists during the debugging process. Some early systems
have been developed to help users monitor the inner state and
behavior of mobile robots, manipulators, and robotic swarms
[20], [22]–[24]. But, these applications apply perspective 3D,
which remove the depth cue of stereopsis and potentially
detaches the data from its true context. Furthermore, these
systems continuously display all of the information at once,
possibly overwhelming the user’s ability to understanding what
is being displayed. To improve these systems, my work focuses
on the research question “How should we design AR debugging
tools for the purpose of supporting robot programmers during
the debugging process?”

III. PRIOR WORK

My first study sought to investigate existing and emerging
visualizations tools that support robotics debugging [25]. I
selected a 2D Graphical User Interface (2D GUI) and RViz as
examples of widely-used existing approaches and developed a
3D immersive AR debugging platform as an emerging designs
(see Figure 1). I conducted a qualitative expert evaluations
with 24 roboticists across two universities as a 3× 1 between-
participants design (each roboticist participant used one of the
three visualization aids: RViz, 2D GUI, or AR). Participants
were tasked with programming a mobile robot to complete
two tasks that represent standard applications robot developers
typically code: a detection task and a finder task [22]. Both
programs require object detection and navigation and thus force
the programmer to use multiple variables and control sequences.
After the second task, a survey was administered to understand
the participant’s experiences followed by open-ended verbal
feedback regarding their assigned debugging tool.

From the participant’s combined subjective feedback, I per-
formed a thematic analysis identifying three design guidelines
to inform future iterations of visual debugging tools. First, a
programmer’s sensemaking process can be aided by intuitive
visualizations that properly encode data. Visualizations such as
waypoints and spatially recognizable objects, when correctly
located in the environment, were intuitive to the participant’s
understanding of the data. This provided a clearer connection
between the participant’s code and the robot’s behavior, thereby
improving the participant’s thought process during debugging.
Second, by minimizing visual clutter users have an easier
time identifying and synthesizing important information. While
participants appreciated simple representations of data, some
found that the path history occluded future path trajectories
hindering their understanding of the robot’s future pose. Finally,
debugging interfaces should be designed to cohesively integrate
information from disparate data streams with the goal of
reducing cognitive load. Participants noted that combining
data visualizations within a single context was helpful, but
other information worth incorporating could be bug specific
indicators such as topic data, code errors or warnings.

IV. FUTURE WORK

I will extend my prior work in two ways. First, our previous
study indicates that sensemaking can be aided by intuitive

visualizations that properly encode data. To expand on the
sensemaking process, I will investigate how we can draw
a user’s attention to task specific debugging information by
manipulating visual saliency. Visual saliency is the perceptual
quality coined by the Visualization (VIS) community denoting
areas in a scene that draw a viewer’s attention such as color,
luminance and edges [26]. Drawing on this concept, I pose
the research question “How can varying the appearance of
data using feature and attention-based saliency techniques aid
a user’s ability to pinpoint program bugs?” To answer this, I
am currently prototyping different techniques for altering the
saliency of robot data visualizations. These prototypes include
motion (an object’s digital twin moving in place) or luminance
(a brighter or pulsating digital twin of the object). I will remove
these indicators when the user’s gaze intersects with the object
(attention-based saliency). Similarly, data representations that
users consistently refer to can be rendered opaque when the
user’s attention is directed towards it and slightly transparent
when in the peripherals, thus non-distracting. To evaluate
these concepts I will have participants debug a flawed robot
system performing a task in which the robot sorts objects of
similar shapes and sizes into their corresponding bins. The
involved metrics will include bug identification efficiency and
the debugging tool’s effect on a user’s cognitive load as well
as a subjective questionnaire about their experience.

My second proposed study will look into my third design
guideline; how to cohesively integrate information from dis-
parate data streams. In the context of debugging robots, faults
can occur in both the hardware and the software components.
Prior work has examined the effectiveness of highlighting
faulty hardware components to reduce operator anxiety during
collaboration scenarios [27]. However, in this application the
operator must still switch perspectives to a text box on their
computer making it difficult to contextualise a problem in
real time. Another typical debugging technique is to monitor
relevant topic data streams leading up to a robot error. For
this second study, I pose the research question “How can we
superimpose topic data, warnings and errors into locations
that promote the pinpointing of robot errors?” To answer this,
I will conduct an online questionnaire to understand where
programmers prefer to see this information within the context
of their robot work space. We will show the participants an
interactive view of a robotic system and ask them to place topic
data, error messages and warnings where it is most intuitive to
the user. After, I will implement the results on an AR system
and compare it against a 2D monitor baseline with roboticists
programming and debugging a physical robot.

V. CONCLUSION

The most successful robot systems are the ones with the
fewest amount of bugs. Current systems have failed to keep
up with the needs of roboticists and must evolve with robots
themselves. My goal is to provide a more intuitive way of
analyzing robot data for both programming and debugging
purposes. In doing so, roboticists will be able to create higher
quality applications in less time.
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